The recent development of tracking tools has improved our nascent knowledge on animal movement. Because of model complexity, unrealistic a priori hypotheses and heavy computational resources, behavioral changes along an animal path are still often assessed visually. A new avenue has recently been opened with change point algorithms because tracking data can be organized as time series with potential periodic change points segregating the movement in segments of different statistical properties. So far this approach was restricted to single change point detection and we propose a straightforward analytical framework based on a recent multiple change point algorithm: the PELT algorithm, a dynamic programming pruning search method to find, within time series, the optimal combination of number and locations of change points. Data segments found by the algorithm are then sorted out with a supervised classification tree procedure to organize segments by movement classes. We apply this framework to investigate changes in variance in daily distances of a migratory bird, the Macqueen's Bustard, Chlamydotis macqueenii, and describe its movements in three classes: staging, non-migratory and migratory movements. Using simulation experiments, we show that the algorithm is robust to identify exact behavioral shift (on average more than 80% of the time) but that positive autocorrelation when present is likely to lead to the detection of false change points (in 36% of the iterations with an average of 1.97 (SE = 0.06) additional change points). A case study is provided to illustrate the biases associated with visual analysis of movement patterns compared to the reliability of our analytical framework. Technological improvement will provide new opportunities for the study of animal behavior, bringing along huge and various data sets, a growing challenge for biologists, and this straightforward and standardized framework could be an asset in the attempt to decipher animal behavior.
INTRODUCTION
Animal movement is a spatially and temporally dynamic mechanism controlling the most fundamental animal behaviors such as foraging, reproduction, predation (Turchin, 1998; Patterson et al., 2008) . The recent development of tracking tools (e.g., GPS data loggers, GSM tracking devices), both in terms of technology and affordability, has improved our nascent knowledge on animal movement (Fiedler, 2009; Bridge et al., 2011; Guilford et al., 2011; Bouten et al., 2013) . Several analytical frameworks have emerged to attempt to interpret this new type of data with different, but complementary, objectives: either understand the underlying process driving animal movement or decipher the movement by detecting changes in individual behavior.
Because of data inaccuracy and low frequency from earlier tracking tools, e.g., ARGOS satellite tracking devices (Jonsen et al., 2003) , the early analytical frameworks developed focused on accounting for error in animal locations and predicting the "true" path of the animal from its observed locations. Random walk models (Skellam, 1951; Turchin, 1998 ) received a lot of attention and were then extended to several more mathematically and statistically sophisticated approaches to interpret movement data such as State-Space Models (SSM) (Jonsen et al., 2003 (Jonsen et al., , 2005 and Brownian Bridge Movement Model (BBMM) (Horne et al., 2007) . These Bayesian approaches can help understanding the underlying process driving animal movement and appeared successful in estimating animal paths, migration routes, home ranges and even analyzing fine-scale resource selection (Jonsen et al., 2003 (Jonsen et al., , 2005 Horne et al., 2007; Nathan, 2008; Schick et al., 2008; Tang and Bennett, 2010) . Nevertheless, these models require heavy computational resources (Patterson et al., 2008) and unrealistic structural a priori hypotheses about movement, such as homogeneous movement behavior. A fundamental property of animal movements is behavioral heterogeneity (Gurarie et al., 2009 ) and these models poorly performed in highlighting behavioral changes in animal movements through space and time (Kranstauber et al., 2012) .
Later, to identify discrete behavioral modes, "Switching models" (Morales et al., 2004) and "Sequential Importance Resampling" (considering time varying parameters) (Breed et al., 2012) have been implemented to SSM, but here again, these extensions typically involve computationally intensive procedures with a clearly addressed objective: handling the noise associated with inaccurate locations. Considering recent innovations in animal tracking (e.g., GPS, acoustic and video tracking) which increase accuracy and frequency of locations, there is little direct need for a state-space framework for movement data (Gurarie et al., 2009 ).
More recently, using GPS locations, the net squared displacement method (NSD), based on position-derived metric, appeared effective to specifically distinguish migration from other movement behaviors (dispersal, home range, nomadic movements) and quantify three main variable of migration: distance, timing, and duration (Bunnefeld et al., 2011) . However, the method still involves structural a priori hypotheses on the type of movement patterns and subsequent model selection. In addition, the NSD model is based on the Euclidian distance between the first location and subsequent locations. As a consequence changes in movement behavior might be missed if the radial distance to the origin remains constant, e.g., a significant drift during migration in longitude might lead to a little variation in distance to the origin.
Moreover the models mentioned above fail at providing a straightforward answer to the question of individual timings in movement patterns which could explain why their use is scattered and data are still often analyzed by visual interpretation. This is especially apparent in bird migration ecology where the focus of the studies often bears on individual key timings (e.g., Kjellén et al., 2001; Battley et al., 2012) . While some species present clear, visually-distinctive movement behavior (e.g., bird species migrating in flock), the complexity in individual movement patterns of other species renders the task of visually determining movement parameters (e.g., migration timing and stopover) very subjective Chevallier et al., 2011; Mellone et al., 2013) .
In addition, with the increase of the number of tracked animals and the increase number of locations per individuals (GPS-GSM, GPS archive devices), the not-so-basic task of visual analysis might also prove overwhelming in a near future and scientists need reliable simple automatic procedures to analyze their data. Therefore, another body of work on animal movement started to focus on Change Point Analysis in an attempt to detect changes in individual movement behavior. Indeed, data derived from tracking tools such as daily distance and speed are time series data where behavioral changes in animal movement are expected to lead to periodic change points, i.e., where the statistical properties of the data change. In migratory species for example, change points can be expected at key timings of migration, e.g., departure, arrival and stopover dates. Limiñana et al. (2007) used a regression to detect a single breakpoint corresponding to fall migration departure of Montagu's harriers. Later, to detect multiple change points, Gurarie et al. (2009) proposed the Behavioral Change Point Analysis (BCPA). This framework, which was then applied on BBMM by Kranstauber et al. (2012) , is based on a pre-determined partition of the data and a single change point model that is applied on each data segment. However, the inability to detect multiple change point over the whole time series leads to a necessarily arbitrary choice for the width of the search window. This restriction limits the approach as the size of the search window ultimately dictates the maximum number of change points. Fortunately, recent developments in change point methodology have enabled to solve this non-trivial problem. These algorithms have already proven useful in other fields, e.g., economy (See Koop and Potter, 2004 for a review), climatology (Reeves et al., 2007) , oceanography (Killick et al., 2010) , and genetics (Olshen et al., 2004) . Commonly-used methods in multiple change point analysis include the binary segmentation (Scott and Knott, 1974) , segment neighborhoods (Auger and Lawrence, 1989) , a method developed by Jackson et al. (2005) and a recently-proposed algorithm that stems from the latter: the Pruned Exact Linear Time (PELT) algorithm . Among these alternative exact methods, simulations have shown that the PELT algorithm was comparatively faster in finding the optimal number and locations of change points and led to more accurate inferences on the segmentation of the data.
We propose a practical analytical framework based on the PELT algorithm, coupled with a supervised classification tree. This framework allows straightforward estimation of individual behavioral changes and does not require structural a priori hypotheses on movement or computationally-intensive procedures. We apply our framework on movement data of the Macqueen's Bustard, Chlamydotis macqueenii, tracked by satellite (GPS and ARGOS locations). The Macqueen's Bustard is a long migratory bird showing complex and variable individual migratory movements (Combreau et al., 1999 (Combreau et al., , 2011 . Our aim was to analyze individual movement patterns by detecting key timings of migration while minimizing the subjectivity inherent to visual interpretation of satellite tracking data. We show that the PELT algorithm is able to detect meaningful multiple change points without a priori hypotheses and specification of the number of change points expected. The supervised classification tree technique sorts out the different segments in classes in order to describe the individual movement patterns. Simulation experiments are used to show the performances of the algorithm. A case study is also provided to illustrate the biases associated with visual analysis of movement patterns compared to the reliability of our proposed analytical framework.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS: THE PELT-TREE METHOD
Change point analysis: the PELT algorithm
The PELT algorithm is a dynamic programming and pruning search method, also called optimal partitioning method, to find, for an ordered sequence of data, y 1:n = (y 1 , . . . , y n ), m change points τ i (i = 1, . . . m) such that the data are split into m + 1 segments of different statistical properties, with the ith segment containing y (τi − 1 + 1):τ i The optimal combination of number and locations of change points is the one minimizing the sum of the cost functions C (i.e., twice the negative log-likelihood) of each segment plus a linear penalty βf (m) :
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To find multiple change points, the PELT algorithm is first applied to the whole data set and iteratively and independently to each partition until no further change points are detected (See for details on the algorithm of the PELT method).
The main assumption of the PELT algorithm is that the numbers of change points increases linearly with the increase of data set, i.e., the change points are spread throughout the data and are not restricted to one portion of the data. For a change in variance, the minimum segment length is two observations. The data are assumed to follow a Normal distribution with a constant mean and the observations are assumed independent.
Supervised classification model
A supervised classification technique aims at building a classification model, using an input data set, i.e., training data set, with a good generalization capability. A binary partitioning process is used to build a tree based on a response variable and on splits from predictors which maximize the reduction in impurity.
APPLICATION OF THE PELT-TREE METHOD
First step: data processing
The present application focused on the variable "daily distance" to study migration key timings. Seventeen wild Macqueen's Bustards were captured during the breeding season (end of March to end of May) in 2010, 2011 and 2012, in Uzbekistan (Navoi district, 39 • N, 65 • E, Figure 3 ). Birds were equipped with 22 or 30 g solar-powered satellite transmitters (Microwave Telemetry Inc., Columbia, MD, USA). Their weight did not exceed 40 g including the harness, therefore representing less than 3% of the total body weight of individuals (Combreau et al., 1999) . The platform terminal transmitters (GPS-PTT) were operated through the ARGOS system in Toulouse (CLS, France) and programmed to record a position every 2 h and transmit once every 2 days. Satellite tracking data from nine wild adults (six females, three males) with at least one complete migration leg (i.e., the first fall migration following capture) to their wintering ground in Iran or Pakistan were included in the analysis. Data were first filtered by precision: GPS and ARGOS locations of CLS class 3-2 were retained.
To build the time series data for the change point analysis, only the last location per day was retained for each individual to allow for regular time spacing (i.e., an approximate 24 h gap) between successive locations. Location coordinates were then projected using the Asia north equidistant conic projection in ArcGIS 10.1 (ESRI, 2012) to calculate distances between successive locations (in km), i.e., daily distances. Autocorrelation was plotted for all time series using the acf() function in the R library (stats).
Second step: movement segmentation
We run the PELT algorithm with the Schwarz Information Criterion (SIC) as penalty to find changes in variance in the daily distances of each bird using the function "cpt.var()" from the R package "changepoint" . Segments were checked for normality using a one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test: non-normality arose for less than 20% of the segments due to small sample size characterizing, for this species, short-term movement phases.
Third step: segment classification
We started by training the supervised classification tree: we created a training set with three birds (i.e., bird 3947, 5826, 5863) featuring the highest number of segments in order to have at least 30% of the segments in the training set and all behavioral classes present. Segments belonging to the three "training" birds (N = 68, Table 1 ) were assigned to three behavioral classes: staging, migratory and non-migratory movements, based on the mean, standard error, and maximum of the variable daily distance of each segment. Typically, we assigned segments with low mean, standard error, and maximum to class staging, i.e., phases of low mobility and/or faithfulness to key areas. Segments of class migratory corresponded to movements of large amplitude, with expected high mean and maximum, contrasting with segments of non-migratory movements, i.e., movement of lesser amplitude, such as foraging and exploratory trips. Segments of class non migratory movement were expected to have a smaller mean and maximum than class migratory movement and higher standard error than class staging. In this training set, we classified 33 segments in class staging, 17 in class non-migratory movement and 18 in class migratory movement ( Table 1 and Data Sheet 1). We then used the function "tree()" in the R package "tree" (Ripley, 2013) to fit a tree and find splitting rules with the training set and the mean, standard error, and maximum of each segment as predictors for the response factor "class" (i.e., staging, migratory, and non-migratory movements). We then applied the splitting rules of the previously fitted tree on the six remaining birds using the function "predict()" from the R package "tree."
In the following, we refer to the PELT algorithm as the PELT and to the analytical framework based on the PELT algorithm followed by the supervised classification tree as the PELT-TREE method.
SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
To test the PELT algorithm performances to detect behavioral changes, we simulated the three movement classes (staging, nonmigratory movement, migratory, movement) for 1000 iterations of 365 daily distances (corresponding to a year of tracking with 2 migration events) creating 8 segments as follow: staging from day 1 to 90, non-migratory movement from day 91 to 95, staging from day 96 to 115, migratory movement from day 116 to 117, staging from day 118 to 217, non-migratory movement from day 218 to 223, migratory movement from day 224 to 226 and staging from day 227 to 365. We therefore expected the PELT to detect change points at day 90, 95, 115, 117, 217, 223, and 226 .
In a first simulation experiment (Experiment 1, Data Sheet 1), we first randomly selected the mean and standard error to create 8 normal distributions (one for each segment): the means for each segment of staging (n = 4) had to be comprised between 0.2 and 2 and the standard error between 0.01 and 4; for class non-migratory movement (n = 2), the means were comprised between 20 and 50 with standard error between 5 and 10 and for the migratory segments (n = 2), the means were bounded between 200 and 400 and the standard errors between 10 and 200. We then created segments by sampling x (x being the segment length) times the corresponding distribution to create the 365-day time series and run the PELT. We constrained the values of simulated daily distances to be positive and not to exceed 20 km for class staging, 100 km for class non-migratory movement and 800 km for class migratory movement. We repeated the process 1000 times. In a second simulation experiment (Experiment 2, Data Sheet 1), we used more "realistic" constrains to build the normal distributions to create the 8 segments: either the values used by the classification tree at the nodes to break segments into classes or the minimum/maximum (respectively for the lower or upper bound) means and standard errors from segments with no missing days present in our data set (Data Sheet 2). We constrained the values of simulated daily distances using maximum distances for each class found in the data set (using segments with no missing argument), i.e., 52 km for class staging, 262 km for class nonmigratory movement and 850 km for class migratory movement. We repeated the process 1000 times. Also see for additional scenarios and simulation experiments.
RESULTS
Tracking data led to an average of 574 (SE = 267) daily distances (in km) per bird, two birds had complete time series and the remaining seven birds had an average of 17.85 (SE = 6.9) missing days with individual 3947 having the maximum number of missing day (n = 62) ( Table 1) . Single missing day was the most frequent (61 occurrences) and most missing days occurred in segments of class staging (n = 103). As expected in such time series, data were not random for six birds: weak positive auto-correlation was present for bird 5863, mild positive auto-correlation for birds 5825, 8346, and 8350 and weak cyclic auto-correlation for birds 5824 and 8345 (Figure 1) .
The PELT algorithm detected an average of 13 change points (SE = 8) in individual daily distance time series (Table 1 and Data Sheet 1). The classification tree was able to find mathematical rules to classify, without error, all 68 segments of the training set using standard error and mean of daily distances as predictors. Based on the training data, the classification tree rules were defined as follow:
1. The first node of the tree split the segments into two classes, one class of segments with standard error <9.898 (i.e., class staging) and one class of segments with standard error >9.898 (i.e., class "movement"). 2. The second node split the previous class "movement" into two classes: one class with segments of mean <99.09 (i.e., class non-migratory movement) and another class of segments with mean >99.09 (i.e., class migratory movements).
When testing the performance of the PELT algorithm (Experiment 1), we found that the algorithm detected exactly the expected change points in more than 93.6% of the time ( Table 2) . As expected, the algorithm performed better when behavioral shift occurred between extreme movement types (i.e., staging and migratory) and was robust to non-normality arising from small sample size (e.g., segment size <10 such as the movement and migration segments). The performances dropped slightly in a more "realistic" context (Experiment 2) with the algorithm detecting exact change points for behavioral shifts occurring between:
1. A staging phase and a non-migratory movement 80.4% of the time and detected them at ±1 day 13.2% of the time; 2. A staging phase and a migratory movement 96.5% of the time; 3. A non-migratory movement and a migratory movement 53.9% of the times and detected them at ±1 day 15.3% of the time.
The apparent poor performances of the algorithm in the second simulation experiment in detecting a shift between a non-migratory phase and a migratory phase (53.9% of the time with ±1 day 15.3% of the time) need to be put into perspective. Indeed, with the current parameter values (means and standard errors) used in the experiment 2 to draw the distributions, the second segment of non-migratory movement and the following segment representing a migration phase were only significantly different (Welch's t-test p-value < 0.05) in 35.6% of the iterations. This suggests that the algorithm detected precisely this behavioral shift when present in the data but also detected it when not present, hence creating false change points. Finally, simulated data were slightly positively auto-correlated (e.g., Figure 2 ) and as a consequence, the PELT algorithm detected false change points 36% of the time with an average of 1.97 (SE = 0.06) additional change points.
Segment characteristics and R codes for the PELT-TREE method and the simulations are provided respectively in the Data Sheets 1-3.
CASE STUDY
We used a 1 year cycle of movement (March 2012 (March -2013 of bird 5863 to illustrate the challenges of visual analysis and the benefits of our analytical framework. 12/3/12). Then, the visual interpretation of the movement pattern on the breeding ground until 2/10/12 required a zoom (from 1/10,000,000 to 1/3,000,000). At this scale, we visually considered that the individual had 3 phases of staging separated by nonmigratory movements on the 27/3/12 and 17/6/12. For the same period, the PELT-TREE method did not detect any changes in daily distances (i.e., distances on the 27/3/12 and 17/6/12 did not differ statistically from the other distances) and the movement pattern on the breeding ground represented a unique segment classified as a staging phase. The fall migration departure dates were only 1 day apart between the two methods. The next discrepancy appeared during the course of the migration: the PELT detected a significant decrease in daily distances from 5/10/12, while, visually, we were unable to highlight this phenomenon. Moreover, between the staging sites 4 and 5, we were visually unable to determine if the bird was still migrating or if it had arrived on the wintering ground on the 10/10/12 (i.e., "undetermined movement," Figure 3) and was just moving to another staging site (i.e., site 5). The same difficulties encountered with the visual analysis on the breeding ground appeared on the wintering ground and led to differences in staging site delineation. On the wintering ground, staging site 7 on the visual map was not detected by the PELT-TREE method, indicating that there was no significant difference in the daily distances between 31/12/12 and 5/1/13. Furthermore, the PELT-TREE method detected that site 8 of the visual analysis was in fact two staging sites, 7 and 8 , separated by 2 days of non-migratory movement that we missed during the visual analysis. Finally both methods agreed on the estimation of spring migration timing (16/3/13 to 19/3/13).
DISCUSSION
In the field of movement ecology, the improvement of the technological assets (e.g., satellite tracking, GPS-GSM, etc.) has opened a whole new window in the study of animal movement by providing an extraordinary new set of data. Despite recent analytical development (Gurarie et al., 2009; Bunnefeld et al., 2011) , behavioral changes along movement path are still left to visual interpretation (e.g., Combreau et al., 2011; Battley et al., 2012) . We propose a more straightforward analytical framework, called PELT-TREE method, able to detect multiple changes in movement behavior in order to optimize and standardize the analysis of individual movement patterns. Our aim was to analyze individual movement patterns by detecting key timings of migration while minimizing the subjectivity inherent to visual interpretation of satellite tracking data. At a time where it is essential that biologists detect subtle responses to environmental changes, reliable and replicable estimation of migration patterns is essential.
We demonstrate that a multiple change point algorithm, the PELT algorithm , already proven useful in other fields (Koop and Potter, 2004; Olshen et al., 2004; Reeves et al., 2007; Killick et al., 2010) , can be used to analyze animal tracking locations as they are just another kind of time series data. The timing of movement was deciphered by the algorithm for the nine migrant Macqueen's Bustards and the PELT-TREE method seems to stand out by its ability to highlight fine patterns in movement. The segments obtained by the change point analysis highlighted the complexity of the migration strategy of this species making any visual analysis more than subjective, e.g., bird 5863 in the case study.
The PELT-TREE analytical framework is easy to implement as it requires only few steps with no a priori assumptions on movement characteristics. Even though some choices have to be made at each step, they are dictated by the study objectives, the nature of the data set and the biology of the species. The PELT-TREE framework requires 3 steps. First, data need to be organized as a time series, i.e., a sequence of measurements regularly spaced in time. The choice of time lag is ultimately driven by the objective of the study and the characteristics of the tracking data available which result from: (1) the initial settings of the tracking devices (often trade-offs to maximize the number of locations while optimizing battery lifespan) and (2) accuracy of locations, e.g., transmitters performances decrease typically when birds move fast (Nicholls et al., 2007) . Here, we used daily locations, i.e., 24 h apart, in order to calculate daily travel distances, a suitable variable to describe bird migration (Gwinner, 1996; Alerstam, 2009 Alerstam, , 2011 and because our objective was to decipher movement patterns of long migrant Macqueen's Bustards throughout a yearly cycle.
The second step involves running the PELT algorithm on the time series data and choices need to be made in the specification of the algorithm: 1-on the type of changes expected in the data (in the mean, in the variance or in the mean and variance); and 2-on the penalty method. We opted for the change in variance algorithm with the default penalty (i.e., SIC or BIC, Schwarz, 1978) which is among the most commonly used penalty. As states, this is one but several ways in which the data could be segmented. However, as shown in our simulation experiments and in , this method appears computationally efficient, exact and versatile. One drawback of the method of change in variance, nevertheless, Note the gray line in the visual analysis symbolizing visual uncertainty in determining the type of movement, migratory or non-migratory, and that identical staging sites on both maps bear the same number.
is that minimum segment length is two observations. This implies that one day migration/staging/non-migratory movement will, if detected, be associated in a segment with the previous or next observation. Furthermore, these one day migration/staging/nonmigratory segments will lead to segments of small size which will inevitably violate the assumption of normality. Diagnosis for normality should always be performed and data transformation, e.g., Box-Cox transformation as in , applied when required. In movement data, auto-correlation is a ubiquitous feature and another downside of the algorithm is that, as currently implemented, it is not possible to account for auto-correlation. One-way to circumvent, at least partially, the issue of autocorrelation would be to use a meaningful time lag that minimizes it. The option to account for autocorrelation will, however, be implemented into the "changepoint" R package in a near future (R. Killick, personal comm.) . Our data presented some degree of positive auto-correlation for six out of nine birds, the consequence of which is likely an increased rate of false change points for the concerned birds as shown in our simulation Experiment 2 when the algorithm detected a couple of behavioral shifts when none were present, i.e., fake behavioral shifts. With positive autocorrelation, the change of variance option in the PELT should be the preferred option as any sudden perturbation (i.e., periods of increased or decreased mean) in the time series will tend to persist, inducing the appearance of a change in mean more likely to be detected by the change-in-mean algorithm. Finally, "gappiness" is also a common characteristic of movement data that can lead to false or imprecise behavioral shift. The data processing method (i.e., selecting one precise location per day) may lead to the absence of location on some days. Consequently, it might happen that the distance between two successive locations may not be a true daily distance but a linear distance between the current location and the next available location. If the individual was staging, missing data should not be an issue but if the individual was in movement, this might lead to a change point. With the rapid technological improvement of tracking tools, increase in the number of locations and their accuracy, will reduce "gappiness" and allow movement analysis at shorter time lags.
Change points obtained with the PELT algorithm partitioned the data into segments and the third step in the PELT-TREE method consists in characterizing these segments. The number of classes will obviously be contingent on the prior knowledge of the species (Guilford et al., 2009) . Movement behavior of migrant Macqueen's Bustards typically consists of staging and movement phases (Combreau et al., 1999 (Combreau et al., , 2011 . Staging phases occur during migration (so called stopovers) and on wintering and breeding grounds (e.g., faithfulness to a feeding site, breeding sites). Seasonal and persistent travels between wintering and breeding grounds constitute migratory movements, contrasting with non-migratory movements, such as foraging and exploratory trips. The sample of data used to train the classification tree, i.e., training data, is fundamental to minimize misclassification. In such system where some degree of class imbalance can be expected (e.g., few instances or absence of non-migratory movement period compared to periods of staging), misclassification of the minority class is likely to happen as it is unlikely that the training set encompassed enough instances for the minority class.
Both simplistic and complex models are needed in a complementary way to understand and optimize the analyses of animal movement (Alerstam, 2011) . Alongside Bayesian approaches that can help understanding the underlying process driving animal movement, the PELT-TREE method represents a simple and efficient tool in conservation and decision making by defining reliable temporal and spatial patterns in animal movements. Migratory species are key species, indicator of environmental health and depend on several habitats throughout the course of their migration. The PELT-TREE method could help better delineate home ranges, identify migration paths, for the implementation of protected areas and connectivity strategies. At the individual level, it can be applied at finer time scale for studying other behaviors such as foraging, nesting, and natal dispersal (Hilty et al., 2006) . The PELT-TREE is not restricted to individual monitoring and could be applied to a wider range of data. For instance, the PELT-TREE could help detect changes in social group structure and interaction (e.g., individual departing from the group) using inter-individual distances as the variable. Technological improvement in wildlife monitoring will indisputably provide new opportunities for the study of animal behavior, bringing along huge and various data sets, a growing challenge for biologists, and this straightforward and standardized framework could be an asset in the attempt to decipher animal behavior.
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